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Fabrication of Magnetometers With
Multiple-SQUID Arrays

Mizushi Matsuda, Kanto Nakamura, Haruki Mikami, and Shinya Kuriki

Abstract—We have designed and fabricated magnetometers
with multiple-SQUID arrays to achieve higher signal to noise
ratio compared to that for a single SQUID. In our directly coupled
scheme, ten SQUIDs are connected in parallel with the same
pickup coil composed of four parallel rectangular loops. Each
SQUID having inductance of 70 pH and junctions of 1.5 m

width was fabricated from an Au YBa
2
Cu3O7 thin film

on a SrTiO3 bicrystal substrate with 30 misorientation angle.
To avoid forming superconducting loops between junctions of
adjoining SQUIDs, a Au wiring layer interrupts a current bias
line. The obtained critical current of 20 c and normal resistance
of n 20 including contact resistance for the Au wiring layer are
350 A and 0.4
, respectively. The modulation voltage of 25 V

for multiple-SQUIDs is the same level as for a single SQUID. On
the other hand, the modulation current of 40 A is several times
larger than that for a single SQUID, but rather smaller than the
expected value when all SQUIDs have equal parameters. A flux
noise level of 15 �0 Hz

1 2 at 100 Hz, including preamplifier
noise, was observed by using flux-locked loop electronics in a
magnetically shielded room.

Index Terms—Bicrystal junctions, directly coupled magne-
tometer, high-temperature superconductors, SQUID arrays.

I. INTRODUCTION

THERE is great interest in using high- dc supercon-
ducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) for

practical applications like geophysical prospecting, biomedical
investigations [1], and nondestructive evaluation [2]. Magne-
tometers with field sensitivities below 50 at 77 K
have been reported [3], [4]. However, in the case of biomag-
netic applications such as magnetocardiograms (MCG) and
magnetoencephalograms (MEG), the sensitivity of high-
SQUIDs is not enough for clinical diagnosis.

One approach to improve the signal to noise ratio is
the use of the multiple-SQUID array. When identical non-
interacting dc-SQUIDs are connected in series and biased at a
constant current, the voltage across the array exhibits a voltage
modulation which is times larger in amplitude than that
of a single device. Since the voltage noise of array increases as

because of its uncorrelated nature, the resultant ratio
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increases by . Series arrays of low- SQUIDs have been
extensively studied as current amplifiers having large dynamic
range, wide bandwidth and low noise performance [5]–[9]. The
output impedance of an array with more than 100 SQUIDs rises
to a level practical for direct connection to room temperature
electronics. Arrays of high- SQUIDs with grain boundary
junctions were also investigated by Lee et al. [10]. They found
that improvement of modulation voltage is small due to the wide
spread of critical currents among SQUIDs. The modulation
amplitude of each SQUID at the same bias current is depressed
below its maximum and thus the array amplitude is suppressed.
A series array with more than two SQUIDs cannot be used in
a directly coupled configuration [11], [12]. Difficulty in fabri-
cation of multilayered structures for coupling to pickup coils is
one of disadvantage of series high- SQUID arrays.

On the other hand, parallel arrays of SQUIDs have not been
reported yet. In a parallel array, all SQUIDs can operate at the
same voltage near a maximum modulation point regardless of
their values. Although the voltage modulation remains the
same as a single device, the voltage noise of an array decreases
as . Thus, an ratio of a parallel array with SQUIDs
should scale to as in series arrays.

In this paper, we describe a magnetometer with parallel
SQUID arrays. Magnetometers with 10 SQUIDs connected in
parallel with the same pickup coil were made from single layer

(YBCO) films and bicrystal grain boundary
junctions. Noise properties for different number of SQUIDs

are also studied.

II. DESIGN AND FABRICATION

The magnetometers with parallel 10-SQUID arrays are pre-
pared from c-axis oriented YBCO films. A 150 nm thick film of
YBCO and a 50 nm thick film of Au were deposited sequentially
without breaking vacuum by pulsed laser deposition on a 10 mm

10 mm bicrystal substrate with a misorientation angle
of 30 . The films show a transition temperature of 89 K and a crit-
ical current density at 77 K exceeding except
at the grain boundaries. They were patterned to form the magne-
tometer geometry illustrated in Fig. 1(a) by Ar ion beam etching
and standard photolithography. The rectangular pickup loop con-
sists of 4 parallel lines of 100 width. We formed many slots

in the pickup loop to avoid flux entry into the su-
perconductor by reduction of the superconducting line width. An
estimation for the threshold field of flux entry is given by

[13], where is the maximum line width of the
film. Corresponding of 65 for this device is rather larger
than the Earth’s dc field of 30–50 . The estimated inductance

and an effective area for our pickup loop are 5 nH and 10
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Fig. 1. (a) Layout of a magnetometer and inner part of the sensor around
a parallel 10-SQUIDs array and (b) equivalent circuit of a direct coupled
magnetometer with multiple-SQUIDs array.

, respectively. Each SQUID of an array in the middle of the
structure has two parallel strips of 5 width and a long hole
perpendicular to the bicrystal line. The hole length and width are
44 and 10 , respectively. The 1.5 wide bridges including
grain boundary junctions are located at the end of the hole. In
this geometry, a high flux coupling coefficient of around 0.8
was obtained [14]. The inductance value of a SQUID, esti-
mated using the coplanar stripline formula [15] that includes the
kinetic inductance, is about 70 pH. An effective area of the mag-
netometer given by can be calculated
as 0.14 . To avoid interloop flux coupling, a SQUID in an
array is placed far from neighboring ones by 20 . Further-
more, to avoid forming superconducting loops between junc-
tions in adjoining SQUIDs, an additional etching process cut su-
perconducting lines for current bias. Then, a sputter-deposited
Au wiring layer connected them again.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the readout of a parallel array SQUID illustrated in
Fig. 2(a), detection of modulation currents by applying
field is desirable. In this configuration, we would drive all
SQUIDs at the same voltage near a maximum modulation point

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic drawing of a parallel n-SQUID array and (b) principle
of the detection of modulation currents for a parallel-SQUID array.

as shown in Fig. 2(b). Even if an value of each SQUID is dif-
ferent, relatively large modulation of
can be obtained. It is analogous to in a series array at a
constant current bias. However, in our present stage, it is rather
hard to prepare a current amplifier such as the SQUID sensor
itself and a current source with feedback for operation at a
constant bias voltage. Thus, we measured characteristics of the
magnetometers by a conventional current-bias method in this
study. Fig. 1(b) shows an equivalent circuit of the magnetometer
with a parallel SQUID array. The bias current injected through
the pickup coil flowed from both sides of an array into the
individual SQUID. All characterizations of the magnetometers
including noise measurements by flux-locked loop (FLL)
electronics were performed in a magnetically shielded room.
Magnetic flux is applied by a short solenoid coil with 10 mm
diameter placed just below the device. A heater resistor was
also placed in order to heat the device momentarily to above its
transition temperature and to remove trapped flux.

Fig. 3 shows the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics for mag-
netometers with a parallel 10-SQUID array. The critical current
of and normal resistance of including resistance
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Fig. 3. I-V characteristics for magnetometers with a parallel 10-SQUIDs array.
A V � � curve obtained at a bias current around 390 �A is also drawn.

for Au layer are 350 and 0.4 , respectively. The corre-
sponding inductance parameter as an average
per SQUID is about 1.2. The resistance for the Au wiring layer
that is evaluated by a slope in the I-V curve at very low cur-
rent region is 0.02 . Most of this resistance seems to be at-
tributed to the contact between superconducting lines and the
Au layer, because the measured resistivity of 1.2 for our
Au film at 77 K was too small to be responsible. A voltage-flux

curve obtained at a bias current around 390 is also
drawn in this figure. The maximum of 25 is the same
level as that for a single SQUID. We can see amplitude modu-
lation of probably arising from variations in the coupling
inductance among 10 SQUIDs as in a series array [7], [10].
Here, denotes the part of the SQUID inductance that carries
the screening current coming from the pickup coil. Small dif-
ference in the period for each SQUIDs originating from
variations in leads to a beat of the modulation. On the other
hand, the modulation depth for currents of 40 is sev-
eral times larger than that for a single SQUID, but smaller than
the expected value when all SQUIDs have equal parameters.

In our parallel SQUID configuration, device operation is
rather complicated. Bias current flows through the coupling
inductance as the screening current does and generates an addi-
tional flux into each SQUID. The resultant phase incoherence of
the modulation can reduce the amplitude by canceling signals of
different SQUIDs. Furthermore, re-distribution of bias current to
the individual SQUID takes place dynamically by applying field.
For comparison and simplification of an analysis, we also pre-
pared 6-SQUIDs and 2-SQUIDs arrays by remaining SQUIDs
from an array in sequence. Fig. 4(a), (b), and (c) show the I-V
and characteristics of magnetometers for parallel 10-, 6-,
and 2-SQUIDs, respectively. Modulation period remains almost
the same independent of the SQUID number of . Significant
degradation of and product values are observed for
the 6-and 2-SQUID. We have not clarified the reason for such
degradation, but it is likely that there is physical damage during
the etching process used. It seems that only a few SQUIDs
work together due to a large spread in junction parameters after
etching process. The obtained parameters for magnetometers
with parallel -SQUIDs arrays are listed in Table I.

Fig. 4. I-V characteristics for magnetometers with a parallel (a) 10-, (b) 6-,
and (c) 2-SQUIDs array. V �� characteristics at various bias currents are also
shown.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF MAGNETOMETERS WITH MULTIPLE-SQUIDS ARRAY

Flux noise spectra of magnetometers with 10-, 6-, and
2-SQUIDs measured by FLL electronics are shown in Fig. 5(a),
(b), and (c), respectively. A white noise level of 15
at 100 Hz, including preamplifier noise, was observed for the
device with a 10-SQUID array. Observed flux noise and
voltage noise levels at 100 Hz for different are also sum-
marized in Table I. Lower voltage noise level was obtained for
larger number of . For the magnetometer with a 10-SQUIDs
array, value of 1.2 is almost the same level as
that of preamplifier.
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Fig. 5. Flux noise spectra of magnetometers with a (a) 10-, (b) 6-, and
(c) 2-SQUIDs array measured by FLL electronics.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have fabricated and characterized the magnetometer with
a parallel multiple-SQUID array. Although the modulation
voltage for multiple-SQUIDs is the same level as for a single
SQUID, the modulation depth for currents is several times
larger than that for a SQUID. White noise level of at 100 Hz
in FLL operation and calculated depends upon the SQUID
number in a array, lower noise level for larger .
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